Case Study
AcraDyne’s HT DC angle tool is
THE tool for servicing blades on
wind turbines. This powerhouse can
complete in an hour what it takes
hydraulic tools 6 hours to complete

Need

Fast Track to High Torque: Speed and
Safety without Sacrificing Quality
Bolting and maintenance in wind turbines means working with
large tools in cramped quarters. Tool operators need to complete
the work quickly and efficiently, but need to remain safe while
doing so. Traditionally, hydraulic tools have been used because
of their high working torque and power-to-weight ratio, but
hydraulic tools are heavy and slow, and applications may require
better accuracy than hydraulic tools can deliver.
A customer needed to fasten pitch-bearing bolts in a more
efficient and accurate way than was possible with their current
hydraulic tools. AcraDyne met with the customer to discuss
their specific application, and determined that the HT DC
AEN4B773000B angle tool, coupled with the Gen IV field
controller, provided the total solution: speed, accuracy, traceable
data, and repeatable results, all in a compact body that is
ergonomic in tight spaces.
After testing the AcraDyne tool, the customer reported that it had
astonishingly enabled them to complete in 11/4 hours what the
hydraulic tool took 6 – 7 hours to complete.
In addition to the incredible speed benefit, the customer reported
how accurate and precise the tool was compared to their
hydraulic tools. They were also impressed with the compactness
of the tool and how easily it accessed the bolts in all of the tight
spaces. Other benefits noted were reliability of the planetary,
and the advantage of the portable iEC controller that can be
programmed on the field. Another plus was that the steup
requires only one single cable that goes from the controller to the
tool, unlike hydraulic tool systems.
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Customer needed a high-torque bolting
tool for tightening bolts around a pitch
bearing in a wind tower. Hydraulic tools
were heavy, cumbersone, slow, and
had not supplied the needed torque
accuracy for the customer.

Challenge
The application involved tightening
more than 200 bolts in a confined
space. Tool ergonomics and speed
were imperative to complete the job
quickly and safely.

Solution
AcraDyne supplied a high-torque DC
angle tool — AEN4B773000B — with
a single-ended offset reaction bar to
complete the application at 2,800 Nm.

Result
Speed of application completion
increased by 500% when compared to
hydraulic tools. Customer was able to
tighten all 200 pitch-bearing bolts in 11/4
hours. Previously the application had
taken 6 – 7 hours with the hydraulic
tool. In conjunction with the AcraDyne
iEC field controller, the results were
accurate and traceable. The tool was
compact enough to easily fit into the
tight workspace.
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